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bout us...

With over 50 years combined experience,
Ron and Mark offer you professional, local
service in repairing and restoring your
photographic equipment.
Both have AAS degrees in PhotoTechnology and are also photographers
- they share your passion for photography
and bring that passion into repairing your
equipment.
Ron & Mark are members of the Society
of Photo-Technoligsts and attend the
Society’s yearly workshops to update their
knowledge in the latest camera models and
technology. Resources include an on-line
network of over 350 professional camera
repair technicians who share ideas and
advice.
Both have extensive experience repairing
Canon, Nikon, Hasselblad, Mamiya, and
other cameras and lenses and they work
together to assure you the best service.

We offer you an honest, one-stop
solution for your camera repair!
Two convenient locations to serve you:
A-1 Camera - 1511 Lunceford St.
Coeur d’Alene, ID (208-667-8933)
Camera Care - 2317 E. 17th Ave.,
Spokane, WA (509-325-3934)
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Ron Sinnott, Proprietor
2317 E 17th Ave
Spokane, WA 99223
Phone: 509-325-3934
email: repairs@cameracare.com
website: www.cameracare.com
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A-1 Camera

Canon

A-1 Camera

Mark Nealand, Proprietor
1511 Lunceford St.
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83815
Phone: 208-667-8933
email: a1camera@roadrunner.com
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ne-Stop Service -

Local, personalized assistance
in diagnosing and repairing your
equipment - in or out of warranty!

A Local Green Industry

Nikon
Experienced,
Professional
Camera Repair
Serving the
Inland Northwest
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We offer free estimates
on all repairs
We will give you a time-frame, based on
the initial diagnosis, to complete the work.
We understand the urgency in getting your
camera repaired in a timely fashion!
There are no hidden costs - if we find that
we need to address other issues while
repairing your equipment, we will talk with
you first and offer our best solution, which
is geared to your expectations and saving
you money.

Software Calibration
With our Canon Software we can:
»» Calibrate shutter
»» Calibrate meter
»» Calibrate focus
»» Clear internal error codes
»» Check shutter count
»» Test lens functions
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Dirty CCD sensors will cost you time and
money, editing out annoying spots from
your digital images. Sensors do get dirty
and need periodic maintenance. Specks
will show up on your sensor and as time
goes by you’ll notice more and more specks
appearing.
It's important to have your sensor checked
and cleaned on a regular basis to avoid
spending your valuable time editing them
out of your photos!
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We service DSLR cameras and offer
affordable CCD sensor cleaning with
same-day service. From damaged
memory card slots and circuits, to mirror
box problems...we repair it all!
Digital camera repairs of SLR cameras are
done in-house, including Nikon, Canon,
Pentax, Sony and others. All digital
camera repairs include a CCD or CMOS
sensor cleaning, a general function check
as well as external cleaning.

We offer an inexpensive solution:
In addition to cleaning the sensor, we will
clean the exterior of your digital camera
body - including the LCD windows, the
Viewfinder Window, the Reflex Mirror and
Mirror Housing area - at no additional cost!
We use Sensor Scopes, Speck Grabbers,
PecPads & Cleaning Solutions to insure
your CCD Sensor is clean.

Contact us for information
on our free camera clinics.
Do you have a cherished vintage
camera that needs technical or
cosmetic repair?
We’d love to restore your camera!

